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Hi Amasty blog readers!

We are delighted to know that our nearest neighbours are hosting a wonderful Meet Magento Poland event just in a few days. Today we’re sharing some details about the conference and hope that all the organizers, speakers and visitors will spend these two days in the atmosphere of friendship, joy, and collaboration.

First things first, here are the details about the location in case you’re visiting the conference. By the way, if you’ll be there – drop us a word!
This year Meet Magento Poland gathers an incredible number of Magento and e-commerce specialists. Here are several must-see speeches we picked for you, but that doesn’t mean the others are not worth listening to, on the contrary! There are too many of them to fit in the picture below.
For the full agenda please visit Meet Magento Poland website.
Featured speakers at Meet Magento

**Poland 2014**

- **Ben Marks**
  - Magento Inc.
  - Magento community - history, current events, and the future

- **Kuba Zwoliński**
  - Snowdog
  - Magento & iBeacons for true multichannel Commerce

- **Thomas Goletz**
  - nr-apps
  - Commerce & growth - why is it important to have a broader view

- **Botond Boros**
  - PayPal
  - PayPal - functionalities that grow your business

- **Ryszard Dałkowski**
  - Microsoft
  - Roman Baluta
  - ORBA & Sheepla
  - Shopping-supercart – meet Magento in the Azure cloud

- **Thomas Fleck**
  - Netresearch App Factory AG
  - Bluegento as a new way of integrating e-shops

Meet Magento Poland is a one-of-a-kind opportunity to connect with members of the Magento community from all over eastern and western Europe. The organization is top-notch and the atmosphere and the vibes are great. I highly recommend attending the event.

Vinai Kopp

Amasty Chief Technology Officer Andrei Vashkevich is going to speak at the event, and you’re welcome to visit his presentation and ask any questions. Also, if you notice him anywhere on location, please come and say hello or throw him a tweet, he’ll be happy to talk all things Magento:

– Andrei, what thoughts do you have in mind while packing things to leave for Warsaw?
– I’m delighted to visit this Meet Magento event. Well, indeed I have seen many Meet Magento conferences before, but this doesn’t sound like ‘oh another one’ at all. Contributing to the community, communication with minds alike and not only following, but also creating tendencies have always been a priority for Amasty. This year Meet Magento Poland agenda is very rich in intriguing speeches, and it’s a honor to stand on the same stage with the colleagues.

What is more, I’m always happy to talk to our partners, including the future ones, to see some old friends and discuss timely questions. I do think these events have become an integral part of Magento community, and without them we wouldn’t have been where we are now.

*See you in Warsaw and do zobaczenia!*  

P.S. Don’t forget to participate – you can win a free ticket for 2015 event.

---

Special CONTEST during #mm14pl! Show us you’re part of Magento Community and win free pass for #mm15pl Details: [http://t.co/2XftnRU8eb](http://t.co/2XftnRU8eb)

— Meet Magento Polska (@MeetMagentoPL) *November 18, 2014*